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Board wants to restrict school transfers 
 

BY JOANNE LAUCIUS, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN NOVEMBER 16, 2009  
 

 

OTTAWA — Ottawa’s public school board wants to tighten the policies that allow students to transfer 
from one school to another.  

It’s a change that could affect hundreds of students — and reignite the simmering controversy over the 
right to choose schools.  

Lynn Honsberger’s two daughters Roslyn, 17, and Daphne, 15, both attend Lisgar Collegiate, even 
though their neighbourhood school is Nepean High School.  

Roslyn is in the gifted program at Lisgar. As a sibling, Daphne was automatically admitted. Under 
proposed changes, it might not be so simple.  

Honsberger wanted both of her daughters to attend the same school. It didn’t hurt that Lisgar had an 
excellent academic reputation and unique opportunities.  

 

 
Lynn Honsberger’s daughter, Daphne McLarty, 15, attends Lisgar Collegiate Institute, even though her neighbourhood school in 
Nepean High School. Under proposed changes at Ottawa’s public board, transferring from one school to another might not be so 
simple. 
Photograph by: Pat McGrath, The Ottawa citizen 
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Honsberger, a member of the Lisgar school council, said it’s better to have siblings at the same school. 

“One of the most consistent predictors of student success is family involvement. People are much more 
likely to get involved if it’s convenient.”  

Students across the city transfer from one school to another for a myriad of reasons. But a board 
review of designated schools and student transfers has raised the question of whether some 
neighbourhood schools are paying the price as students vote with their feet.  

In recent years, “the extremely liberal transfer policy has had a number of unintended, unfavourable 
impacts on several schools,” said the review.  

Although no schools are named, in recent years Ridgemont, Rideau, Woodroffe and Cairine Wilson 
have repeatedly topped the list of high schools with the highest percentages of transfers out. Students 
who go to special programs, like Canterbury’s arts program or the International Baccalaureate program 
at Colonel By, are not considered transfers. But Hillcrest has an unusually high number of transfers 
from Canterbury because some students in the Canterbury catchment area prefer not to go to an arts 
school.  

The proposed changes would permit transfers on the basis of an individual student’s needs, not on the 
availability of space at another school.  

“Transfers would be allowed when they were determined to be the only means to meet the specific 
needs of an individual student, otherwise students would be expected to attend their designated 
community school,” said the review.  

Among the proposed changes in the draft policy is an end to the first-come-first-served approach to 
transfers. Lisgar’s first-come-first-served process is an Ottawa legend. Parents once queued — in 
February — to get a crack at an opening at Lisgar. Now, they have a fill out an online form at a certain 
time and date. The roster is filled within seconds, Honsberger said.  

The proposals would also limit the criteria for transfer applications — transfers would only be allowed 
for students who want access to a course package not available to their local school, on 
compassionate grounds and for sibling considerations. The category of “other learning needs” is also 
included. Supporting documentation may be required to help make the decision about a transfer. 

That means that some parents who now count on being able to choose will no longer have that option, 
Honsberger said. She doesn’t believe parents should forfeit that option because a handful of schools 
are losing students.  

“The easy solution is to treat the symptom. They’re not treating the problem,” she said.  
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“People in Ottawa have a choice of school boards. You can choose programs. But, for some reason, 
you can’t choose schools. It doesn’t make sense.”  

Lisgar Collegiate had enough available space to accept 80 transfer students this year on the first-
come-first-served model, and had to turn away about more 220 applicants, said Liz Melanson, a 
member of the school council.  

“The revised policy is definitely more restrictive than the current policy,” she said. “Transfer requests 
will have to meet specific criteria. If they don’t meet the criteria, they don’t get in, even if the school has 
plenty of room.”  

The board surveyed 235 parents and documented comments made at two consultation meetings. 
Students and their parents often said they chose to change schools based on factors like EQAO scores 
and demographics. In many cases, students were leaving schools that “did not provide academic 
rigour, nor did they focus on celebrating academic achievement.”  

However, principals noted that, where there was a mass migration out of a school, it affected the range 
of programs and course choices for students who decided to stay at that school. Schools that have a 
large number of transfers out also happened to be schools with an English as a second language 
program. 

The principals felt that transfers should be restricted where the quality of programs would be affected 
by students leaving that school.  

Parents and trustees are divided on the issue, said Anne Teutsch, chairwoman of the Ottawa Carleton 
Assembly of School Councils.  

“There are those who believe it should be completely open. And those who believe there should be no 
transfers.”  

Meanwhile, a lot of transfers out are over perceptions, Teutsch said.  

“If we leave it up to individual families to decide, what is that doing to the community? If we leave it up 
to individuals, it creates have and have-not schools.”  

At the same time, attempts to bolster neighbourhood schools, like adding a gifted program at 
Ridgemont, have failed. Gifted students simply opted to transfer to another gifted program. More than a 
third of the gifted students in Lisgar’s program, for example, are transfers from programs at other 
schools.  

Rideau High School, which may be closed next September, has about 1,000 students in its catchment 
area, but only about half actually attend Rideau, with the rest choosing Lisgar, Gloucester, Colonel By 
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or another school.  

“The question becomes how do you turn around a have-not school?” Teutsch said. “Some people are 
arguing that we are focusing on transferring in when we should be focusing on what is causing people 
to transfer out. Do we put more restrictions to control behaviour, or do we figure out what causes 
behaviour?”  

Melanson is worried that the proposed policy will be expanded to allow principals at a sending school to 
veto a transfer out. Not only will it frustrate students trying to find a school that is a better fit, it will also 
encourage parents to look for options in other school boards or at private schools, she said.  

“Making the transfers too restrictive isn’t going to change the fact that some schools will continue to 
lose students,” Melanson said.  

“When only a small number of schools have this problem consistently, you can’t solve it by tinkering 
with the transfer policy. It doesn’t address the question of why these schools are struggling.”  

When word gets out that transfer policies are getting more restrictive, Honseberger says, some people 
will move to have access to their school of choice.  

“That isn’t fair. The people who have money to move have choice. Those who don’t have the money to 
move don’t have the choice,” she said.  

Malkin Dare, president of the Society for Quality, Education said education choice is an issue that is 
heating up around the province.  

Boards don’t want to talk about positioning their products, but it happens, said Dare, whose 
organization maintains a website called Sunshine on Schools that allows school shoppers to compare 
boards by such factors as testing data, student-teacher ratios and school board salaries.  

Dare believes boards should even be free to compete by being outstanding in areas like such ESL and 
special education, and they should allow principals to trumpet their success.  

“When you specialize, you get good at your specialty,” she said.  

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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Choosing is child's play 
Mix of high-tech and tradition make Toy Testing Council list 
 

BY SCOTT NOWOSELSKI, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN NOVEMBER 17, 2009  
 

 

In the midst of chasing a remote-control car around a hotel ballroom, Lucas Kelly stopped to explain 
how much he loves the Lego Track Turbo Racer RC. 

Would he recommend the toy as a Christmas gift for a friend? 

"No," the seven-year-old said. "I'd keep it for myself." 

The car was one of dozens of toys introduced at the Canadian Toy Testing Council's Hot Toys of the 
Year awards Monday, as the council announced its picks for top toys heading into the holiday season. 

Fisher Price's Songs 'N Smiles Sillytown claimed the battery-powered toy of the year award. The 
interactive play station for babies and toddlers has pop-up blocks and car ramps. 

A motor-powered submarine, a musical toy camera and a sword made of foam rounded out the 
Children's Choice Awards, as a mix of high-tech gizmos and traditional playthings split the council's 
can't-miss list. 

A more surprising trend, however, was the return of board and card games, which took nine of 22 Best 

 

 
Meredith Graham plays with Song 'N Smiles Sillytown, the Canadian Toy Testing Council/Energizer Award Winner 2010 toy. 
Below, Zoltan Biro plays with Wedgits on Wheels, a Children's Choice Award 2010 toy. 
Photograph by: Jean Levac, The Ottawa Citizen, The Ottawa Citizen 
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Bet Awards announced Monday at the Brookstreet Hotel in Kanata. 

Along with farm-themed UNO and 3-D Monopoly, the card game Too Many Monkeys was also a hit, 
drawing rave reviews for its simple rules and addictive gameplay. 

"It's not like an average card game," 11-year-old Emma Park said. "It's much more based on luck, and 
it's much fairer. Anyone can play." 

"This is the best game ever," added her seven-year-old brother, Alex. "We're asking our Mom to buy 
this for Christmas." 

The chairwoman of the council's board of directors, Cynthia Cusinato, said the transition to board 
games would help parents make their money go further. 

"Certainly more and more parents are budget conscious in this tough economic climate," Cusinato said.

"I think most of these toys here ensure that parents could stay on budget through the holiday gifting 
season while still making their children happy." 

Toys are selected based on feedback from more than 1,000 children who test the gizmos in their 
homes over the course of the year. 

Each tester spends eight to 12 weeks with a toy, rating it on functionality, design, repeat play value, 
safety and durability. 

For parent Rosa Wong, the testing and rating process was a chance to see which toys were worth the 
time and effort, and which weren't. 

"Kids are the ones who play with the toys, and they see a lot of commercials which make the toys look 
better than they are," she said. "When you actually test them, you really get to see what the kids enjoy 
playing with and you get exposed to different things." 

For the complete list of the Toy Testing Council's best bets, go online to toy-testing.org. 

- - - 

2009 Top Picks 

Get a full list of the hot toys for 2009 

See pictures of the top toys 
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Watch a video of children putting the toys to the test 

ottawacitizen.com 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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U of O's policy discriminatory to anglophones 
 

BY MARK KALUZIENSKI, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN NOVEMBER 17, 2009  
 

 

Re: Charter sets U of O's commitment to bilingualism, Nov. 14. 

Richard Clément completely misses the point about concerns for the University of Ottawa's bilingualism 
policy. No one would argue that learning a second language is a useful skill. And, yes, Canada is 
definitely behind other nations in this regard. 

However until Canada provides a universal bilingual education, the University of Ottawa is 
discriminating against potential students and employees. My parents enrolled me in the English 
education stream. I voluntarily took all French courses available. However, these are not nearly enough 
for bilingualism. In my university training at the University of Ottawa, I worked part-time, taught, did 
research and had a full course load. Clément would suggest somehow adding more French classes 
into my 80-plus-hours work week as a fair opportunity. 

At the University of Ottawa if you are French speaking, the minimum grades to apply to medical school 
are lower, as I experienced. 

The French-speaking medical program also receives more funding than the English program. There is 
more grant and scholarship support for the French-speaking students. 

And Clément suggests this is being "enlightened?" Bilingualism can help people succeed in life and 
employment. 

However, the U of O policy inhibits unilingual anglophones from being employed at the university and 
all the benefits that entails. 

How does that "accommodate and share in different cultures" and prove we are one of the "modern 
and enlightened nations?" 

I suggest Clément focus his efforts on the education system, which creates inequalities in the first 
place. Or hiring fairly and giving free language training. Until that happens, U of O is unfair, unequal 
and discriminatory by definition. 

Mark Kaluzienski, MD, 

Ottawa 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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 Copyright © 2009 Ottawa Sun All Rights Reserved

The federal Liberals are demanding the Tory government fork over 
funds to translate H1N1 information into the languages of minority ethnic groups. 

Health critic Dr. Carolyn Bennett said yesterday local public health units countrywide have had to use their own limited 
resources to translate H1N1 factsheets, brochures and websites. 

Public health officials in Toronto, for example, translate the information into at least 18 languages.  

“We are hearing again and again (about) the lack of information in languages that Canadians can understand,” she 
said.  

“It is the job of the federal government to co-ordinate this and make sure there isn’t any Canadian who doesn’t 
understand the importance of the vaccine.” 

The funding demand didn’t translate well with federal Health Minister Leona Aglukkaq, who said most jurisdictions are 
making information available in appropriate languages “to the populations they serve.”  

Aglukkaq said the provinces and territories “are doing a great job in getting the message out.” 

 
  

Feds urged to spend money on H1N1 info translations 
By CHRISTINA SPENCER - SUN MEDIA 

Last Updated: 16th November 2009, 11:40pm 

Autos Careers Classifieds Homes 
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National. Flu shots won't end until 2010: Liberals 
 

CANWEST NEWS SERVICE NOVEMBER 17, 2009  
 

 

The federal Liberals said Monday it could be 2010 by the time all Canadians who want the H1N1 
vaccine can get it. Liberal health critic Carolyn Bennett suggested Health Minister Leona Aglukkaq had 
misled Canadians in telling them the timeline for the vaccination campaign. Aglukkaq has said that the 
government's goal is to have the program complete by Christmas, but last week in a news briefing she 
also said the vaccination campaign was estimated to take eight to 12 weeks. Most clinics began 
operating on Oct. 26; if that it is used as the starting date, eight weeks is mid-December, but 12 is well 
into January. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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Ottawa clinics and hours 
 

THE OTTAWA CITIZEN NOVEMBER 17, 2009  
 

 

H1N1 vaccination clinics that will be open as of Wednesday, 2:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m, except 100 
Constellation: 

- Orléans Client Service Centre, 255 Centrum Blvd. 

- Vanier Richelieu Community Centre, 300 Des Pères Blancs Ave. (Note: clinic is cancelled from Nov. 
19 to 22) 

- Tom Brown Arena, 141 Bayview Rd. 

- City administration building, 100 Constellation Cres., 5 to 9 p.m. 

- Kanata Recreation Complex, 100 Walter Baker Pl. 

Roving Clinics: 

- Fred. G. Barrett Arena, 3280 Leitrim Rd. (2:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Wednesday only) 

- City Hall, 110 Laurier Ave. West (9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Wednesday only) 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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Flu shot clinics set to reopen 
100,000 doses of vaccine to arrive by week's end 
 

BY PAULINE TAM, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN NOVEMBER 17, 2009  
 

 

With about 30,000 doses of the H1N1 vaccine expected today, the City of Ottawa intends to resume 
immunizing residents Wednesday. 

The city closed its vaccination clinics last Friday because it ran out of the pandemic flu shot. However, 
with the province planning to ship 100,000 doses by week's end, the clinics are expected to have 
enough to once again start mass vaccinations. 

Councillor Diane Deans, who chairs the community and protective services committee, told council 
Monday that the clinics would open "with a promise of a more steady supply of vaccine." 

While city officials are responsible for getting the vaccine into people's arms, they are at the mercy of 
decisions by provincial and federal governments. Ultimately, delays are caused by manufacturer 
GlaxoSmithKline, which had to temporarily scale down production to make a special formulation of the 
flu shot for pregnant women. 

The vaccination clinics will continue to be reserved for groups considered at high risk of developing 
complications from swine flu. The most recent additions include seniors over 65 with underlying health 
conditions and children under 13. 

But, even with school children among the new priority groups, no school-based clinics are being 
planned, said Dr. Isra Levy, Ottawa's medical officer of health. 

Instead, Levy said he was trying to convince Dr. Arlene King, Ontario's chief medical officer of health, 
to open up the clinics so parents and older siblings of schoolchildren can also qualify for the shot. 

"I've suggested to Dr. King myself, as have several of our (public-health) colleagues, that we should do 
that sooner rather than later," Levy told reporters. 

King has indicated it could be Christmas before the vaccine is offered to any Ontarian who wants it. By 
that time, however, the worst of the pandemic could be over, raising the possibility that public-health 
officials could be sitting on a glut of vaccine that people won't feel is needed. 

For that reason, some officials believe they have a narrow window of opportunity over the next few 
weeks to get the shot into as many arms as possible. 

The problem is that a more aggressive vaccination strategy depends on a steady supply of vaccine, 
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rather than deliveries that have been arriving in fits and starts. 

Fears about public complacency over the vaccine come as early signs suggest the rates of H1N1 
illness may have already peaked in Ottawa. 

Hospitals are reporting fewer people with flu-like illnesses in their emergency rooms, schools are 
reporting fewer absent students, and one of six flu assessment centres, established to provide medical 
help to flu sufferers who don't have family doctors, has closed. 

In the meantime, Levy is urging more family physicians to sign up to give the vaccine to patients. To 
date, about 100 family doctors have qualified to give the shot, a far cry from the more than 400 who 
usually administer seasonal flu shots to their patients. 

"We are continuing to invite family doctors to participate," Levy said. 

With unadjuvanted doses of the H1N1 vaccine now approved for general use rather than being 
reserved for pregnant women, Ottawa residents will also have a choice of which type of shot to take 
when they arrive at vaccination clinics. 

Most of Canada's pandemic vaccine is adjuvanted, meaning it contains an immune booster to increase 
the potency of the shot. 

A small supply of the unadjuvanted vaccine was ordered specifically for pregnant women because 
there is no hard scientific evidence to show the adjuvanted version is safe for expectant mothers. The 
tradeoff is the unadjuvanted vaccine could prove to be less effective. 

Depending on supply, Ottawa residents who prefer the unadjuvanted vaccine will get it, Levy said. For 
most people, however, he still recommends the adjuvanted dose. 

"I would say the only reason that people should choose the unadjuvanted vaccine is ... if, in fact, it's the 
only one available," Levy said. 

- - - 

Who Should Be Vaccinated 

Ontario continues to expand its vaccination program to target groups considered at high risk from 
swine flu. The most up-to-date list includes: 

- Children under 13 

- Ontarians of all ages with underlying health conditions such as diabetes, heart disease or cancer 
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- Police, firefighters, frontline correctional workers 

- Seniors in long-term care facilities and hospitals 

- Frontline health-care workers 

- Caregivers of infants younger than six months or people with compromised immune systems 

- - - 

Online Coverage 

Read factsheets and Q&As, and find the latest guide to H1N1 flu vaccination clinics 

Download a vaccine form before your visit 

Follow us on Twitter for the latest on the pandemic: @ottawacitizen 

Find all this and more on a special H1N1 flu site at ottawacitizen.com/flu 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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 Copyright © 2009 Ottawa Sun All Rights Reserved

Reopen them and they will come — that’s the hope of local public 
health officials for the relaunch of its H1N1 vaccine clinics tomorrow. 

Following a forced five-day shutdown due to a shortage of flu shot supply, the city will ramp up its mass vaccine clinics 
in an ambitious push to immunize 200,000 elementary school kids, and seniors with medical conditions, during the 
next two weeks. 

Coun. Diane Deans, who chairs the city’s emergency and protective services committee, told council yesterday Ottawa 
expects to receive about 100,000 doses from the province over the next week. 

It’s a “sustained and sufficient” supply of vaccine to restart the clinics, Dr. Isra Levy, the city’s medical officer of health, 
said of re-opening the five fixed-site vaccine clinics and a roving clinic. 

“We hope to have high interest and high demand,” said Levy of the expanded Ontario priority groups that now include 
children under age 13 and seniors with chronic medical conditions. 

Levy said he’s discussed with Dr. Arlene King, Ontario’s medical officer of health, about opening up the vaccine 
campaign to the general public — a decision that’s probably still a week or two away.  

“I suggested to Dr. King that we do that sooner rather than later,” said Levy of opening up the clinics to healthy adults. 

Since Oct. 26, close to 200,000 people — 20% of Ottawa’s population — have had their swine flu shots, including 
health-care workers, pregnant women, and children under age five. 

With the number of overall flu cases on the decline, one public health expert says vaccinating healthy people is a 
waste of time and money.  

“It’s really barring the barn door after the horse is gone,” said Dr. Richard Schabas, Ontario’s former medical officer of 
health from 1987- 1997, of giving flu shots to healthy people after most outbreaks have petered out. 

Most people who haven’t been immunized by now likely have enough protection from the virus after withstanding two 
waves of H1N1 last spring and this fall, said Schabas, who is medical officer of health for Hastings and Prince Edward 
Counties.  

“There’s really no plausible prospect of any kind of major outbreak of H1N1,” said Schabas, adding this season’s swine 
flu shot won’t protect for next year’s flu season. 

However, Levy said it’s still important to get the shot to guard against the return of H1N1 later this flu season and for 
the next. 

 
  

H1N1 vaccine clinics to reopen Wednesday 
By DONNA CASEY, SUN MEDIA 

Last Updated: 17th November 2009, 6:49am 
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